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1. Briefly explain the history of Podcasting:  Podcasting originally began in 
1998 with The Dawn and Drew Show, Dan Klass of The Bitterest Pill, and a few 
others. A man named Adam Curry is said to have come up with the idea of 
podcasting synced to portable audio players.  Podcasting started getting popular in 
2005 when Apple released iTunes 4.9 with native support for podcasts. Apple is now 
the main Podcasting medium because receiving podcasts are more convenient than 
other independent developers offer.   

 
2. Briefly explain the “Mechanics” or how podcasts work.  It is media 

formatted audio content that is offered through an RSS feed. It is almost like a radio 
show, but is downloadable for listeners to listen at their own convenience. They are 
free on iTunes.  Podcasts consist of episode files that are downloaded, and an XML 
file that lists all the episodes. When a listener subscribes to a podcast, iTunes reads 
the XML file and downloads the latest episode. Each day, iTunes rereads the XML 
file, and if a new episode is available, iTunes automatically downloads it for the 
listener. 

 
3. What is XML? What is the role of the XML fi le in podcasting? 

(Extensible Markup Language) is a set of rules for encoding documents in machine-
readable form. It is widely used for the representation of arbitrary data structures, 
such as web services. With podcasting, it is a file which holds the list of all episodes 
for a particular podcast. 

 
4. What is RSS? What is the role of the RSS in podcasting? A group of web 

feed formats used to publish in a standardized format frequently updated works, 
such as blogs, audio, video, and podcasts. RSS tags are required within a podcast’s 
XML file. The second line must contain a namespace declaration when using iTunes. 
RSS is a dialect of XML. Subordinate to the <rss> element is a single <channel> 
element, which contains information about the channel (metadata) and its contents. 

 
5. What is a podcatcher? Give 2 examples, with URLS.  It is an application 

you can use to subscribe to podcasts. The podcatcher automatically downloads 
podcasts as they are posted to a site. They also transfer downloaded podcast files to 
a portable media player. 
Ex: http://www.apple.com/itunes/  and http://www.zune.net/en-US/   

 
6. Describe and explain the following podcasts and formats: 



a. Audio podcast: a podcast in mp3 format usually music or talk show 
similar to radio.  

b. Enhanced podcast: an audio podcast that can display images 
simultaneously with audio. These may contain chapter markers, hyperlinks, 
or artwork synced with the podcast. 

c. Video podcast: aka Vodcast is an online delivery of web television series 
which can be distributed as a file or as a stream. 

 
7. Which video formats can be played in iPods? Describe f i les and 

dimensions. If using iTunes 6 or later a 5th Generation iPod can play H.264 and 
MPEG-4 videos in .mov, .m4v, and .mp4 file formats. 

 
8. What are the 5 steps to submit a podcast to iTunes?   

Step 1: Launch iTunes. 
Step 2: With iTunes open, click “iTunes Store” located in the left navigation column 
to enter the Music Store page. 
Step 3: Click “Podcasts” in the left navigation column of the iTunes Store to enter 
the Podcast page. 
Step 4: Click the “Submit a Podcast” icon in the middle of the page to submit your 
podcast. 
Step 5: Then follow the instructions on the Submit a Podcast page. 

 
 


